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Preface

-- The work described in this report xvalspc'rfiJrmed by the Spalc'e Sciences Division
of the Jet Propulsion Laborator.v.
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Abstract

The analysis of pictorial data in the biomedical fields has increased sufficiently
in the past few years to warrant the use of computers to process this data. A
description of image processing research conducted at the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, particularly in the area of image enhancement, is contained in this paper.
Frequency-response methods, _vhich allow computer processing techniques to be _: "

directly related to the imaging system and to the image subject, are discussed. _ _:i
The most important enhancement technique, two-dimensional digital filtering, qs _

described and illustrated with numerical examples. Examples of before-and-after _
- computer-processed pictures are shown which illustrate low-pass_ high-pass, _
_- h.;gh-frequency restoraticn, feature-selective and nonlinear filters. Subtraction

i techniques are also discussed and an example is given of a computerized f:'m- ._
measurement procedure that requires proprocessing of the" image by filtering
techniques. This application involves measurement of the width of trabecular

._ bone shadows from x-ray film. _
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ImprovingBiomedicalImage Quality

With Computers

I. Importance of Image Processing When used to enhance existing pictures, the computer
is potentially capable of producing an absolute improve-

Pictorial data has long been an important source of ment in image quality because processing methods are
information in medicine and biology, but until quite available that can retrieve information partially lost in
recently, little use hasbeen made of computers to process the image _:'enerating system..These techniques are ap-

this data. Perhaps the major obstacle to such develop- plicable to x-ray films, to photomicrographs, or to vir-
ment was the difficulty of getting pictures into and out tually any type of photographic data.
of the computer. The character recognition systems de- _/*
veloped in the fifties were, in general, not applicable to
biomedical image problems because of the restrictive The computer can also remove useless data or empha-

size selected classes of features. Processing of this type _.nature of the input devices. High resolution image scan-
ners with the ability to detect multiple shades of grey might be used for mass screening of medical x-ray film
were required and, while such devices became available in the hope of reducing viewing time. Considering the
in the early sixties, it was difficult to find biomedical fact that over 200 million x-ray films were made in the
applications that would justify their cost which frequently United States last year-, it is clear that computer-aided
fell into the half-million dollar range, analysis of radiographs is a useful objective.

In the past two or three years the cost of scanners has The current interest in computer image processing has
"gone down and the need for image processing has gone been intensified by the recent emergence of biomedical

up. As a result, the prospects are quite good that corn- techniques that require objects on film to be counted or
puters will be used extensively within the next two to measured. Computer methods have already been exten-
five years both for image enhancement and for pictorial sively applied to the problem of counting and sorting
data.extraetion. Some of the current and potential areas human chromosomes (karyotyping). As an example, one
of application are described in the following paragraphs, film-scanning syr_em karyotypes a cell in 9.0 seconds -

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1336 1 _.
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an activity that requires approximately 15 minutes when superimposed onto low contrast features. Usually, the

accomplished manually by cutting and sorting the subject itself is the source of the problem. For example, ;_
chromosomes from a print (Ref. 1). Work is also in tile small bones in the ca? cannot generally be seen in a

progress in automatic white blood cell classification standard x-ray film because tht y absorb too little radia- .
(Ref. 2), in autoradiographic grain counting, and in tion relative to the larger surrounding bone mass. Ran- -_
numerous ot_cr areas, dom noise in an x-ray film results from the spatial '_

fluctuations of the illuminating radiation. Similarly, film

; Over the past three years, research in computer image scanniug systems inject noise into the image because of
: enhancement at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has fluctuations in the light source and because of electrical

- been experimentally applied to biomedical pictures in noise in the output of the light-sensing device. Fine
detail is lost by diffraction effects in optical systems or

-general and, particularl), to medical radiographs (Ref 3). bv fluorescent intensifying screens in- x-ray systems.
The initial objective was simply to see if the computin_

c tcchniques developed for processing spacecraft television Cieariy the lmag,ing system as well as the subject must
pictures (Ref. 4) could be usefully extended to bio- be taken into account wl,,n selecting a computer en-

hancement procedure, and to accomplish this a common
medical imagery. Rather than immediately attempting
to apply the computer to a specific clinical or research method for describing each part of the system must be
problem, we have taken the more gene;al approach of used. In many cases, frequency response techniques
developing processing techniques applicable to classes based on the Fourier transform can provide a common

basis for relating the computer methods to the subject
of pictures such as pictures with high noise levels, pie- i :andto the imaging system.
tures of low contrast, pictures having poor resolution, etc. i

Wit_ this technique, _the subiect or, more accurately, _*

The main purpose of this paper is to describe some of tlae signal composed of the spatial distribution of photons i _the enhancement methods that have developed. As out-

_ lined in the next section, the frequency-domain approach tha _ results from illuminating the subject, is described by _
• _ to image system analysis was chosen as the most suit- its Fourier or frequency-domain transform. That is, it is "

able means to relate the computer methods to the physi- well known that any absolutely integrable signal can be
cal imaging system _ and to the subject. Particular decomposed into pure sinusoids cf varying frequency,

attention is paid to the interpretation of the system trans- amplitude, and phase, and that the two representations, _

i _ fer function relative to the subject content. Following spatial and frequency, are precisely equivalent in the sense
this, the most important computer enhancement tech- that each can theoretically be obtained frcm the other. _ _'
nique, digital filtering, is discussed and illustrated with For a picture system, frequency is measured as cycles-

per millimeter across the image.
numerical examples. Details of filter evaluation and syn- ._
thesis are covered in the appendix. The effects of various

enhancement techniques, including linear and nonlinear Using frequency .response methods, the imaging system
: _ filtering, are illustrated with examples of biomedical pic- is described by its optical tran_er function (OTF) - also _ Y

_- tures beforehand after computer processing. An example called more simply the transfer function -. which is

i _f quantitative pict_rial data analysi._ which uses the defined as the rel_tive ampl_tude and phase resp_nse _ _ i '
preceding enhancement techniques is also described, the system to sinusoidal inputs of varying frequency. The --*

_ amplitude response is commonly called the modulation
transfer function (MTF). For an imaging system in which

II. FrequencyResponseMethods Applied phase shift is absent, the OTF and the MTF are the same.

_ to Imaging Systems If the imaging system is linear, which in this ease meant
_. :. that the system Output _ntains exactly the same fre-
_* The general obiective of picture _enhancement is to quencies as the input, then the signal spectrum of the

make selected features easier to see. This might require output is equal to the product of the system transfer
suppression of useless data such as random noise and funetlola and the input signal spectrum?
background _hading or perhaps amplification of fine de-

tail, Background shading becomes a problem when it is =Certainparts of the system, such as the film, are n_t linear; but a
lineartzingcorrectioncan often be made when theimag_ is pro-

_ln this repo_ the term imaging systemmeans all pra'tsof the s_- eessed wfth the computer For film, the correctioncan be made
tern betweenthe subjectand the image digitizer, if the optical density vs relativelog exposurecurve is known,

2 o JPL TICHNICAL Ri_IIT 32.13_i
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Under suitable conditions '_the image digitizing process The behavior of the MTF at low frequencies is some- 7_
and many of the computer enhancement operations can times as important a_ it is at high frequencies. To illus- .4
be considered as linear extensions of the imaging system, trate this, consider the problem of locating a suspected :I_;
and transfer functions for these parts can be derived, hairline fracture in an x-ray film as shown in the drawing - :v_

This in turn means that the entire system, from subject of a bone in Fig. 2(a). A plot of film density across the _
to computer enhancement, can be related by frequency bone on the !ine shown might appear as in Fig. 2(b). ,_

r_:sponse methods. The fracture appears as a low-amplitude, nanow (i.e., _f_
high-frequency) density change superimposed on the _ r:

Before discussing the actual computer enhancement large, slowly changing, low-frequency signal represent- -_ ,

' operations, it is useful to consider the effects of the ing the bone shadow. As shown, the' fracture shadow i_
imaging system on typical subjects in terms of the sys- probably would not be visible on the film. "J_is example _
tem frequency response. _

For example, suppose two imaging systems A and B, EDFRAC'rURE )
with MTF as shown in Fig. 1, are to be compared. Since (a) _FLOT UNE ._ '
B produces equal or less attenuation than A at all fre- P_ '

quencies, B will clearly reproduce the input scene more
accurately. In particular, B will reproduce fine detail
better than A since small features with sharp edges will

•_ usually result in an input signal whose spectrum has a

_: greater proportion of its energy at high frequencies _)):

than does the signal resulting from large smooth features. (b) r--F'RACTURa : -_
4 It does not r_llow, however, that B would always be /SHA00W !.
"?:; selected as the better system. For example, if a low- _ I _"""

• contrast shadow in an x-ray film were being sought and X _ _
background noise was high, a system like A, that tends

: to reject high frequencies, might produce a more suitable \
- film. to)

lHif)l

• 1.0_-

_The Image must be sampled at a rate at least twice the highest

frequency present in the signal. When a set of such measurements

is take,a, the sampled signal spech'-um is a periodic version of the

continuous signal spectrum, and under most circumstances the

periodic components can safely be ignored.
o _-f

|

,, I,,)I
cO
Z

1.0--

uJ_r_ _ (d)

C3

o,s Fig. 2. Illustration of the processingsteps for removingJ

o_ background shading to enhance small low-contrast fea.
O,O,

,,, ture: (a) cepresentatlonof an X-ray image _Fa bone con->
o,2 raining a suspe_..adhairline fracture shown as a dotted

.a line; (b) typical densityplot that might be observed along-, L_I
n, " f

' SPATIALFREQUENCY.Hz/mm a single line across the film; 1_:)modulation trander =function of a filter that could be used to remove the

Fig. 1. Typicalmodulationtransfer functionsfottwo background; (d) density plat after filtering, showing

_: imaging systems backgroundremoval

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1336 $ '
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demonstrates that sometimes it is desirable to repro:luce inc|udes the physical parts of the imaging system, the

hig_h frequencies but not low frequencies. If a system film digiti_r, and the computer operations.
were selected that has an MTF as shown in Fig. 2(c), t',e

= low frequencies would be rejected and the plot line

through the film would look as shown by Fig. 2(d). At IlL Digital Filters
thi- .tmint, an increase m ..oontrast wo'ald bring out the
fracture shadow. One of the most important Lnear im_ige enhancement

techniques is that of filtering. The operation of digital

As another example, consider the pictures gereiated by filters can most convenient.ly be explained in the spatial
isotop_ scanners which frequently contain narrow bars domain whi_e d_ssffication of the different types of
of re,exposed film beJ.ween each recorded scan line." If filters is more easily accomplished using a frequency
the unwanted bars were spaced every TI millimeters domain description. Methods for calculating the MTF

dox_ the image, an imaging system that wot, ld reieet of a given filter and for obtaining a filter with a speei-
the bars would require a ,'wo-dimeraional MTF like that lied MTF .qre described in the appendix.
shown in Fig. 3. Designing an actual sTstem with such a
transfer function would be.-qmte difficult ff not impos- A. Definition of a Digital Filter
sible, but - digita! filter with zero gain near frequency
fi = l/T, _ad near-unity gain at all other fr_ quencies An eleelronie filter produces an output voltage that

o_ interest could easily be ob'ained. Wben a distal _ depends on weighting of the past signals. A digital filter
• filter is._appfied to a picture, a new system MTF can be operates in the same manner except that both past and

determined that indv,les the effect of the filter. In the fllture signals are available and, of course, the signals-are _

: i linear case_, this _new MTF is basically the product of discrete. _ =_ =

the original imaging system M'IF and the filter, glTF'. Let (xo, x,, - : x,) be a sequence of numbers (. _,rived _:_ .Thus applicatign of the digital filter first described to a " " ' _
picture from an isotope scaimer with a normal MTF by _ampling and digitizing a continuotts/;ignal such as _:

o_._ would produ_ an effective oqe.-all ._stem MTF like the optical density along a line on a film, and assume
_ '-' samples are taken every T mill_eters along the llne. -

_ . that shown in Fig. 3. Consider _a simple three-point filter that replaces the

,.. = point x. with the average of the points x_-i, x., x.+_. If
_ Many, although not all. computer image enhancement y. is the filtered point=at position n, then

techniqu_es are linear operations so that once a transfer 2_ _ ._
funcuon for a particular computer operation is deter-
mined, a new system MTF can be determined which y. = 1/3x._1 + 1/3x. + 1/3x..a

Sindlarly, the next filtered point y.�a is obtained as

t,2E.I..ATIVE_dVIPLITUDERESPONS_ _"

IG(f't"4 g. 81/3x. + 1/3x.+, + 1/3x. `(/

' , . ._lAt.@_._/_ The values 1/3 are the liSter weights, 7¢hich in general :

./ are not necessarily equal. The anain filtering relation,

using 2K + 1 weights . :

- .3

g = (g-_, "'" , g-,, go, g,, "'" , g^')

= o SPATIALFREOUENCY T==SPACINGOF WHI'_E - !
ACROSSIMAGE BARS ON IMAGE

Fig. & Modulation tmnsl_r function designed to "i_ y,,ffi _ a_x.__ t
horizontal,bars which are typical of films generated by "_ =-K

,' isotope scanners. Bars are assumed to appear every T_ 1
millimeters Thus, filtering is obtained by a weighted moving average. -

; 4 JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1336 •
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Equation (1), the filter equation, is readily extended on either side of the same line. Most of the ideas that
to two dimensions. Let the unfiltered signal be repre- follow are easily extended from one to two dimensions _

sented by an array of numbers (x ...... m = 0.1, • • • , M, so that, in the interest of keeping the notation simpler,
n = 0,1, .. • , N) and the filter weights by the array only the one-dimensional filter will be presented in most

cases.

g = (g_, z,k = 0, ±1, _--4-K;l = 0, ±1, .. • , ±L)
B. Filter Classes

Then if y,,., is a filtered point, the t, ,o-dimensional filter Thc three-point equal-weight filter previously discussed
equation becomes is an example of a low-pass filter whose purpose, as the

_- L name implies, is to pass low-frequency signal components

E _"_. and reject the high ones. A typical modulation transfer
y,_,,. = _ gk, t x_-k..-_ function of a low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 4(a).

k=-K I =-I,

A two-dimensional averaging filter analogous to the A high-pass filter has the opposite function of removing

three-point one-dimensional averaging filter just dis- low-frequency signals and passing the high-frequency
cussed is one that averages the nearest nine poipts inelud- signals. One obvious way to achieve such a filter is to

ing the nearest three points on each lin_: above and subtract, point-by-point, a low-passed picture from the
below the center point x_,. as well as x=,. and the points original. Rather than actually perform such a two-step

operation, it is possible to derive weights that directly
high-pass the picture. Suppose x, is the unfiltered input, .

, (a) : y_ the output from a low-pass filter and g_ the output
IGtf)l from a high-pass filter. Let g = (g-k, "'" , gk) be the low- , ..

_W pass weights and g" = (g'__,'-", g'k) be. the high-pass "*

Lo weights. If the low-pass picture is subtracted from the : _
-PaSS : unfiltered picture, point-by-point, _

" 0 f !

_'=x-y_

and ihen expressions for y" and y, according to the filter

(b) = Eq. (1) are substituted above
16;(f)l=I-IGtf)I

')

1.0 _Xn_ _= X -- g;_x._ k

-PASS k=-K" k=-K

o f Equating coefficients of x.:k on either side of the

equality, it follows that

t

gk = 8(k) - g_

where
(c)

IG'(f)t=I+ZlG'(f)I 8(k) = 1 for k = 0

As shown in the appendix, ff the low-pass filter has

I.O " HIGH-EMPHASIS MTF G(f) as shown in Fig. 4(a), then the high-pass filter
just derived has MTF G'(f) = 1 - G(_). A plot of [C#)l! o f :'--_
is shown in Fig. 4(b). "

; RII. 4..Typical" filter transfer functions: (cO low-pass; _, i
! (b) high-pass; (c) high-frequency restoration. Filters (b) " Consider another type of filter that might be called a

J
and (c) derived from filter (a) high.emphasis or high-frequency restoration filter. This _

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1336 5 _, -
=
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7: - filter passes low-frequency signals unchanged and ampli- A plot of ]G(f)l is shown in Fig, 5(a). The dotted lines _j.
ties high-frequency signals. Pre-emphasis networks in indicate negative values of C(]) which represents a 180 _-
hi-fi systems are filters of this type. Applied to a picture, deg phase shift. That is, if the input to the filter is a

this type of filter sharpens edges and generally magni- sine wave whose frequency is in this range, the output _.(_
fies small detail. A high-pass filter and a high-emphasis would be the negative of the input. Figure 5(b) shows
filter are similar except the high-pass filter removes the the MTF for the five-point equal-weight filter. As would
low frequencies while the high-emphasis does not. In be anticipated, five-point averaging results in greater ...-_
fact, a high-emphasis filter can be derived from a high- _

pass filter by nmltiplying, all the high-pass weights g_.by
". a constant and ihen adding one to the center weight. (,) ::_

, IG(f}J _'_- That is, if o" is a high-emphasis filter weight, and A is

_ a constant, I G(f)= _[I + 2 COS(2n'f)] 1

Multiplication of ever)' weight by a constant is equiva- o.e

lent to multiplying every value of the MTF by the same o.6

constant. Italsocanbeinterpretedasstretchingthecon- L_ _

trast of the picture by this constant. Also, adding one to a4

-'_ the central weight adds one to the MTF at every point. _2 :_

Thus,. for A = 2, the high-emphasis filter derived from o !0 f ":"-_
_? "the high-pass filter of Fig. 4(b) would appear as shown ' _

_. in Fig. 4(e). -. ..... _

I
_ Instead of smoothing by simple avera_ng, higher de- (hi '_

gree_: of polynomial-smoothing may be applied. For JGill - _' :_
_-, - example, suppose a smoothed point is obtained by eval- (4_rfl] i_.-... " O(f)=5D + 2 cos(2_f1+2 cos
,_<': uating a third-degree least-squares __polynomial fit to i.¢_ .;_

_:: the nearest five points. It can be shown that skmh an o.e _" _'_ "_ _ _/ .. ..

._ operation is eqaivalent to applying the filtering equation, txs -- _ ..-_._ Eq. (1), using the following weights: o/tl _ " "_

_:-... g = (-3/35, 12/35, 17/35, 12135, -3/35) i w v v., • f i_ "- 6,1 0,2 o3 o,4 0.5

"_:- To determine how this filter differs in its effect on the

-_-': signal from the, equal-weight filter or from any other Fig. 5. Ttan_/erfuncllonsforequal-w_ightiilters: _ ?"
filter, the modulation transfer function can be computed. (.) three-point; (b) five-point ._

:_:_,t As described in the appendix, the transfer function C(/q_L

_:. of a filter represented by weights g = (g__, • --', go, "'', g_) Jot_)J_:'.: is obtained as the Fourier transform of the weights. The

.: three-point equal-weight filter, for example, defined by _

(f)" 17*24 ¢0112lr f]-6 co$[4_rfl)

_ g = (1/3, 1/3, 113) o.e _ .1-3 12 IT,IZ _'_

¢: has a transfer function obtained as 0.4 •

• :: _ _ - , 0.2

G(f) 1/3 + 1/3 cos 2,_f _ I f '
% o., o.,o.,

_ where a sampling period of one is assumed, so f repre- Fig. 6. Transfer function for five-point third-degree
_,- sents cycles per sample, least-squaresfilter -_

:-" 6 " JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1336 "-'-
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.j
attenuation of high frequencies tha:J three-point averag- each picture point for a long period and then integrating -:_'

ing. In comparison, the MTF of the five-point third- the resulting s_gnal from the photosensing device, or by -" " _
- degree fdter shown in Fig. 6 produces less attenuation scanning a picture several times at a normal rate and "._

than either equal-weight filter, then averaging the frames in the computer. Although ;_

this latter technique has recently been adopted at JPL j_
For all of the filters discussed above, the weights were with yen., good results, most of the pictures shown in this

selected first and then the effective filter MTF was cal- .secffon were obtained with a single fast scan that has '_•

culated. To obtain a filter with a given MTF. the weights left unnecessarily high noise levels. To demonstrate the _

are calculated by taking the inverse Fourier transform of effect of the computer processing independently from .

the specified MTF (see appendix), the scanning losses, the enhanced pictures that follow are _
comPared with the unenhanced but digitized versions _:;
rather than with the original films.

IV. Computer Image Enhancement Applications

The before-and-after examples of computer-enhanced A. Low-PassFilter Applications "_
pictures described in this section illustrate (1) four classes
of tavo-dimensi0nal linear filter. (2) nonlinear filters, in- The removal of high-frequency components from a -:

eluding nonlinear contrast enhancers, and (3) image sub- pic_lre may be desirable in a variety of situations_ The

traction. The types of images processed include x-ray most common application is made to pictures containing :_
fihns, isotope s_,mner films, and photomicrographs, excessive random noise which: makes large low-contrast _

• . features: difficult to see clearly. Low-pass filtering of _
All of the I'ictu' es were scanned with a cathode-ray tube noisy pictures is frequently necessary when the computer

flying spot scanner and digitized to six bits (0-63 counts), is used for pattern recognition or measurement p_rposes.
Although the system provides a maximum of 1200 scan Occasions also arise in which .it is useful to remove non- ilines per inch, it accepts film only about 2 in. square so random high-frequency structure-such as sharp edges-

• that larger film, such as x-ray film, must first be photo- tha_ are not important and make the rest of the picture _ , -

graphically reduced and then scanned. Considerable difficult to view. _._ :
degradation results from th_ redue:tion process ho,vc,.,er,
and, in addition, some random noise is injected into th°. As an example of the application of a low-pass filter

image by the film scanner. Photographic reduction can to a picture, consider the tomograph section'of the ear
be eliminated by directly scanning the original, full-size shown in .Fig. 7. This piehare is composed of 1000 lines -.
film with high-quali_ image dissector television systems and 1000 elements a line. The 'sample and line spacing
or with mechanical scanners..Scanning noise can el/sily on the original film were 25 microns. The feature to be :

be minimized either by leaving the scanning spot on enhanced is the cochlea, the light spiral in the upper half

Y
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of the picture. In this ease, the noise-like structure re- Consequently, a simple low-pass filter cannot remove
suits from the spatia _,fluctuations of the exposing radia- noise in many cases and may even ca,se a poorer pic-

tion which is characteristic of tomographic imaging ture than the original by producing a clumping or mot-
s)stems. An averaging filter was se!ected that consisted tied.effect such as that showl_ in the radiograph of the
, ¢ equal weights in a 31 × 31 array. The size was chosen spine in Fig. 10. This effect is less noticeable in Figs. 7
]..ge enough to remove the noise but not so large as to and 8 because considerably more of tile h.;gh-frequency
remove the image of the cochlea which varied in size signal was removed from these pictures.
from about 30 to 50 samples across.

A second example of the use of a low-pass filter is B. High-Pass Filter Applications
' shown in Fig. 8 in which an unprocessed picture of the A common problem in x-ray photography is the visual-

ealcaneus on the left and a filtered version on the right ization of small low-contrast features when they -are

was obtained by applying a 7 × 7 equal-weil_ht filter. In superimposed nntq a very dark or veo' light background.
this particular picture, the viewer does not have great Direct contrast enhancement will not improve the image
difficulty following the trabecular shadows (the vertical because the film or the print w;ll saturate at maximum
light streaks); but when the enmputer was later required white or black. The solution is to apply a high-pass filter
to detect and measure the width of each shadow, the iob .that removes the background by converting constant or

was made extremely difficult by the high-frequency very slowly changing dark or light areas to grey. The
noise. An example of a picture inwhich disturbing non- smaller low-contrast superimposed feature also mo_es to
random structure appears that can be removed by filter- grey but now contrast enhancement may be applied
ing is shown in Fig. 9(a). This chest film generated by an without saturation occurring. ::

: . isotope scanner has characteristic square-like picture

'_, elements and white bars between each line that obscure The basic shape of a high-pass filter is shown in
useful inforrnation by attracting the eye. The lines were Fig. 4(b). Removing the consta_t or de component of an =

-_- first removed by a computer process to be described electrical _ignal g61: 'rally means centering the signal
later, as shown in Fig. 9(b); then, an 11 x 11 equal- about zero. For the type of lficture svstem discussed

_ weight low-pass filter was applied to eliminate the here, in which maximum uh_te is represented by zero
square-like structure of the original individual picture and maximum bl_ck by 6.3. the removal of the de cam-

elements, as shown in Fig. 9(c). ponent means centering the picture ,,.bout mid-grey, rep-
resented by 31. Thus the f,,,cru.g equation Eq. (1)

Radiograph noise resulting from quantum fluctuations becomes
in the source is not concentr_ited at the high-frequency
end of the spectrum as might be assumed from the salt- A.

and-pepper effect. Rather, the noise is somewhat evenly y_ = 31 + _-m g_ x,, •

distributed over all frequencies passed by the system. _;_-A _"

o

Fig. 8. Radiographof calcaneus:(a) unpr¢cCssed;(b) after 7 X 7 equal-welght low-passfilter .I
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the original film, the blood vessels alongside the bone
and those in line with the bone could be seen. Similarly,

a darker print would bring out those alongside the bone,
whil e probably rendering the bone itself solid black. The
problem is simply that the range of film density is too
large. The high-pass filter narrows that range by remov-
ing background which forces the data to more satisfac-
torily match the film characteristics. The information that
is thrown away - the background shading - is irrelevant.

, Figure 11 shows the result of first applying a high-pass

filter and then increasing contrast by a factor of four.
• Since increasing contrast by four is equivalent to apply-

ing a filter that uniformly amplifies all signal _requencies
by four, a substantial amount of noise amplification takes
place as is clear in this example.

A high-pass filter applied to the ear tomograph of
•Fig. 7 is st,own in Fig. 12 on the left. The result of

increasing the contrast is shov,n on the right.

_:" The filter weights for this example are defined as

g_.,= 1- (2Kq- 1)(2L+l) fork=O,!=O

= _ 1 otherwise.
(2g + 1)('2L+ 1)

Application of these.weights using Eq. (1) is equivalent
to subtracting the average of the (2K + 1) • (2L + 1)
points surrounding x, from x, itself. Then, as previously
indicated, this difference is added to 31. to produce the
filtered point y,. With this interpretation in mind, it

becomes clear that the size of the filter-weight matrix _"
must _,e substantially larger than the largest feature to
be left in the picture so that the feature will not con- ."

tribute too heavily to the local average and possibly be
= subtracted from the picture. For the ear tomograph a fil-

ter size _of 55 × 55 was selected. Since the high-pass

filter was applied to a picture that had previously been
low-passed, the overall effect is that of a band-pass filter
that removes both high and low frequencies. This same

Fig. 9. Radioisotopescanner chest film: (a) unprocessed result could as easily be obtained from a single band-
image; (b) after removal of scan lines; (c) after 11 X i I pass filter applied to the unprocessed picture.

equol-weigafrlaw-passfilter applied to (b)
A last example of high-pass filtering is shown in

An example of before-and-after high-pass filtering is Fig. 13 which shows pictures of the ealcaneus before and
shown in Fig. 11, The left figure, a radiograph of a bone, after filtering. In this ease, the filtering was not done to
shows t],lt an opaque dye has been injected into the enhance b,lt to prepare the picture signal for a computer

blood, When the viewing illumination was varied on quantitation program. The shading shown in Fig. 13 (left)

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1336 9 -
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Fig. 10. Radiograph of spine showing mottling caused by removing only high-frequency signal components when

random noise is present at all frequencies: (a) unprocessed; (b) after low-pass filter 2

.'_" ... "'-:_,i :_¶ ._"

m_eNa" -. , ._, , :

Fig. 11. Angiogramof bone showing background removal: (a) unprocessed; (b) after high-pass filter and contrast _
enhancement by factor of four

was removed with a one-dimensional filter that .ffuh- C. High.Frequency Restoration Filters

tractcd from each point the average of the uearest Consider an imaging system with a modulation trans-

101 points. Since the shading did not change abruptly fer function H([), indicated by Fig. 14(a), that shows the

from line to line, a one-dimensional filter was assumed usual dropoff in response at high frequencies. Restoration
sufficient. Although the shading is removed, some of the of this loss could be accomplished by a filter with an

horizontal trabecular structure is also removed/an effect MTF, G(]), eqoal to 1/II(_), as shown in Fig. 14(b). Thus
that was avoided in later applications by using a two- the overall MTF of the system_including the filter

dimensional filter, becomes

_This effect could not actually be seen, but was detected by subse-
quent computer measurement of the horizontal shadow widths. 3t(]) = I1(]) • G(f)
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Fig. 12. Tomograph of the ear: (a) after high-pass filter; (b) after high.pass filter and contrast enhancement

?

(a)

' ,' _:_ _._ :I - -

_ -.._!_i._._ ._

Fig. 13. Radiograph of calcaneus showing background o._ _
removal: (a) unprocessed; (b) after 101-weight one-

dimensional high-pass filter o i _ f io_

_ _d_
G(f)l I :__

I.G

0.5--

O ...... I t

I(c)

Fig. 14. Diagram showing effect of high-frequency reste- ,.o I

ration: (a) typical system MTF; (b) filter MTF designed as

inverse of the system MTF_ (¢) MTF of overail system in- o I
eluding filter .- I !
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as shown in Fig. 14(c). Instead of continuing as the in- The reason for this, aside from the problem of noise
verse of lift), the filter must level off at some point to amplification, is that a distorted system response is as
avoid excessive amplification of system noise, likely to enhance important information as a flat system

response. The high-pass filter examples demonstrated
Cons: .erable work has been devoted to measuring the this. The important point is that optimization depends

MTF of imaging systems. For example, the MTF of not only on the imaging system itself, but also on the

fluorescent intensifying screen and film combinations subject, the (medical) purpose of the film, and the per-
used in x-ray systems has been obtained by Rossman ceptual response of the viewer. These areas are currently
(Refs. 5, 6) and Morgan (Ref. 7) as well as the MTF of under ir,vestigation by Rossman (Rcf. 9), Tuddenham
the x-ray focal spot as a function of its s;ze and geometry (Ref. 10) and ethers.I

by Doi (Ref. 8). It does not follow, however, that if the
x-ray system MTF were known, the optimum high- For systems with very high signal-to-noise ratio, high-

frequency restoration filter would be the one _.l_ose frequency restoration filters are quite effective. Fig-
transfer function was the inverse of the system MTF. ures ]5 and 16 show examples of this type of filtering

.(k.

Fig. 15. Surveyor I pictureof lunar surface:(a) unprocessed;(b) after high-frequency restoration filter

i

Fig. 16. SurveyorVII pictureof lunar surface: (a) unprocessed;(b) after high-frequency restorationfilter
4
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applied to picture._ of the lunar surface televised by the Unfortdnately, the noise level in x-ray films is so high
Surveyor spacecraft for which, it might be noted, the re- that high-frequency restoration filtering is relatively in-
ceived video signals wcre directly sampled and digitized effective. An example of this type of filter applied to a
without intermediate film scalming, noisy x-ray picture is shown in Fig. ]8. Some improve-

ment in resolution of the intermediate-size blood _.essels

Applying high-frequency restoration to photomicro- can be seen (arrows) but the very fine blood vessels are
graphs also provides some degree of detail sharpening, still lost in the noise. This does not mean that fi.rther
as is seen in the chromosome pictures in Fig. 17. improvement in resolution cannot be obtained, however.

r

/

Fig. 17. Photomicrographof humanchromosomes:(a) unprocessed;(b) after high-frequencyrestorationfilter

Fig. 18. Pulmonary angiogram showing effect of high-frequencyrestoration: (a) unprocessed;(b) after high-frequency
restoration, smallblood vesselsharpenedby filtering (arrow)
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It does mean that the filters must be tailored more to from an excised vertebra is shown in Fig. 21 (a). A

image content than to the imaging systel _. Filters of this subsequent computing requirement to measure, first, the
type are described in the next section,

_+ + +l I
D. Fea,'ure-Selectlve Filters I + - - + - - + I

I I
Feature-selective filters operate by cross-correlating I- + - + - + -I

the picture with a matrix of weights that geometrically I- - + + + - -I

resembles the feature to be enhanced. If, for example, I- - - + + +
" I r

vertical lines are to be enhanced, the filter weights are I
, made posit're along a vertical line in the center of the I+ + + + + I.o + + + + +I
- matrix and negative otherwise so that the output of I
" the filter is a maximum when the filter is centered on a I_ _ _ + + +

1

vertical line in the picture• The weights shown in Fig. 19 I- - + + + - -
were selected to enhance the blood vessel shadows in w_ + _ + _ + _• I
the angiogram shown in Fig. 20 (upper). The arrow I + - - + - - +

points to some blood vessels faintly visible in the unpro- 14-- + %
cessed film and better defined in the filtered version.

The two lower pictures represent further enhancement + --0.0205- = -0,O207

by subtraction methods to be discussed later. ALLREMAININGPOINTSAREZERO
SUM = 1.0

Filters of this type can either enhance or remove Fig. 19. Feature-selective filter used to enhance lines that -:_
_: selected featu-es. A radiograph of a thin section o£ bone are linear or nearly linear over short distance ':'-"

.\

Fig. 20. Pulmonary angiogram showing result of opplying filter designed to enhance straight lines: (a) unprocessed _
picture;(b) after application of filter shown in Fig. 19. Bloodvesselsfaintly visibleon the unprocessedpicturebut more

4

clearly defined on filtered picture (nrrow); (c) result of subtracting unprocessedpicture from filtered picture to em-
phasize changes caused by filtering; only positive differences retained, and contrast greatly increased;(d) result of

adding four timesthe positive-differenc_pictureto unprocessedpicture
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width of the vertical trabccnlar shadows arid, them tlle white lines from the isotope scanner image of Fig. 9
the width of the horizontal shadows made it dc '-able is an ex£_mple of intentional nonlinearity. Filtering was
to remove those shadows not being measured in each ,_ecomplished in two steps, l'_rs_, Eq. (1) was applied

ease. The upper , _ht image in Fig. 21 shows the verte- with the following vertical weights:
bra x_ith the non-vertical shadows removed, and the bot-

tom picture .-,hows the result o r removing most of the g = (1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 0, 0, 0, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6).
non-horizontal trabecuhtr shadows.

Next, the filtered point y,, was compared with the corre-
sponding input x,, If the filtered point was larger than

E. Nonlinear Filteringand ContrastEnhancement the input as would likely be so if the input point was
Nonlinearity in digital filters occurs when the filter part of a line t. be removed (whX_ _s represented by a

output, as defined by Eq. (1), is truncated, either delib- low number), the filtered point was accepted as is.
erately to produce a speciahzcd effect, or unavoidably Othe_wi_c, the input point wa_ substituted. The effect

when the output exceeds the allowable grey-scale range of this pro+ dure was-to leave the picture unchanged
(i.e., saturation). The filtering procedure used to remove whenewr ti _ hlter was not centered on a line.

I
' . ., +

(a) " * ': (hi

Ps, '.__,._,'I"_+_,1t"-'___,,---_,.-.+, It, .'_ ' i,J'"/,,, ,lt,::_" " ',._._'_:'"',-_"
• _'I '| _1.''1 - l_ ,1," t,'_d ' r, I , +%! .,. ,....,., ,:,.

,ik t,/lr_.i.._l l_lj_ l_ + ' ' +'+ " _ t '_ ' _ - ,

1 t. ,,,. ,,r_ _,'!+., <I+ .-- _ t7.1"_,_i_,__,..,-,..._.._ , ,._,,,,, .,.:+;.:,.,,_;,

,. . -. ,
_- J ., .- ." -,', *;.,

Ic)

. -. . o ..+°
" _ " ,t: ,,,- . .J ,o- _,.,t• "'" " -'-4"

• . . . . _ --, - .... _.

qrt _) 1 • ,_-" ° _, ° c

Fig. 21. Radiograph of thin section of vertebra showing effect of filters designed tc remove non-vertical and non- *_
horizontal trabecular shadows: (a) unpro_,essedpicture; (b) after filter to remove non-vertical shadows; (c) after filter _'t

to remow, non-horizontalshadows
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• Simple contrast enhancement of the type shown in version of the area of iuterest (upper right) are shown.
Fig. -99(a) in which input points having values between There is -of course, a substantial amount of artifact

A and B are linearly stretched to full scale, is an exam- created by this procedure, so caution must be exercised
ple of-filter nonlinearity resulting from saturation. A in the interpretation of these pictures.
more interesting procechJre is to divide the input into
rcvcral intervals and stretcl, each interval simulta-

F. Image Subtraction
ueouslv .-ks sho_ ir_ Fig. "22(b), the input range is
divided into four intervals and each expanded to full Subtraction of radiographic images is a useful method

scale. The effect of such a procedure on a picture is to for amplifying differences hetween two pictures. In par-
displa i' everything in the picture at a high contrast. An tieular, for a_aangiographic series, subtraction of the pre-

example four- and eight-o'cle expansion ,pplied to a dye picture from pictures which include the dye is an
photograph of the retina L sho,vn 'n Fig. "23 (lower). In effective means for removing bone shadows from the
particular, note the improved definition of blood vessel: picture in order to set- the fine blood vessel structure
Wall. T'no nriginal p.ieture (upper !eJ't) and an enlarged more clearly. Optical subtraction methods are in clinical

(a) _ Fig. 22. Transfer characteristicrelating picture input ar_cl

_ output for contrast enhcmcement:(a) simple enhance-- ment; (b) four-cycleenhancement :

/¢'_ 2. :

U ,

1- SINGLE = =
z CYCLEIJJ
I--
it)

Z

o ,i I
u 0 A B 6_ -

UNPROCESSEDINPUT

i
(hi

_ _ / ] / i / FOUR '"_"

<z CYCLE

*_ .
i

§ oil u I 'I I -* -
0 16 52 48 65

i

UNPROCESSEDINPUT i

: i

Fig. 23. Retina photograph showing multiple-cycle contrast enhancement:(al unprocessedpicture; (b) enlargement
of sectiot_to be enhanced; (c) result of four-cycle overlapping contrast enhancement as indicated in Fig. 22(b1;

(d) resultof eight-cycleoverlappingcontrastenhancement
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use today for rigid structures such as the skull (Ref. 11). use dye concentration to indicate heart depth. In each

For nonrigid structures such as the chest, optical sub- case, a computer is used for part m" all of the total
traction can still be performed, but difficulties in match- measurement.
ing large areas usually restrict the subtraction to a
small area. In another application, a computer is used to locate

and measure the width of trabecular bone shadows to

Image subtraction can also be perfonned by computer determine bone mineralization and strength which is re-
and, with mismatched pictures such as just described, flected in the trabecular pattern (Ref. 14). In this appli-
the computer can be used to geometrically distort one cation, the scanned film is first preprocessed by filtering
picture to match the second. An example of such an to remove high-frequency noise and background shad-
operation on a pair of chest films is described in Ref. 3. ing: A line-by-line measurement is then made by the
An advantage of computer subtraction over optical sub- computer to determine mean trabecular width, spacing,

traction is that the difference picture is immediately and frequency. The detection algorithm is the peak-
available for further enhancement such as high-frequency connecting type with minimum and maximum allowable
restoration. Also, with cross-correlation techniques the width conditions imposed. Figure 24 shows an example

best match between pictures could be automatically ac- of three lumbar vertebra films with pl_gressive demin-
complished by the computer and would probably be eralization (upper). The bottom row gives a pictorial
superior to a match obtained by manually superimposing representation of the computer trabecular sb.adow detec- --
one film on another, tion program. That is, each point of the top picture that

the computer decides is part of a trabecular shadow is

i Subtraction of an unprocessed picture from a filtered displayed in the bottom picture as white; the rest
picture can also be a useful_ way to evaluate the filter is shown black. The principal purpose of this display is
itself when changes produced by the filter are rather to verify the accuracy of the deletion process. However,.

subtle. The r_ult of subtracting two pictures in this it also represents a type of nonlinear enhancement.

manner is shown in Fig. 20(c). Figure 20(d) was obtained
_The originator of this technique, Dr. S. David Rockoffby multiplying the positive part of the difference picture

by four and adding this difference to the unprocessed of Washington University, St. Louis, initially made these
measurements with a mechanical film scanner and anr_icture.
analog computer. Approximately 10 min wererequired
to scan a line of film and to peffqrm the necessary

hand calculations. Consequently, it was not practical to
V. The Use of Computers To Make Quantitative take more than a few scans per film. On the other hand,

Measurements on X-ray Film the computer prefiltered and measured 400 scan lines

A recent application that promises to be of great value for the films in Fig. 24 in 4 min, or about 0.6 s per line.

is the use of a computer to make numerical measure- _"
ments on x-ray film. In one of the earliest applications,
by Becker et al. (Ref. 12), a computer and flying-spot VI. Conclusions

scanner were used to measure the maximum transverse The goal of computer enhancement research on x-ray

diameter of the heart shadow and the maximum trans- films is to produce medically useful pictures. While the
verse diameter of the rib cage shadow. Their method initial results have been interesting and even encourag-

summed each column of a digitized x-ray film of the ing, there are several reasons why the goal has not yet
chest and then used the sums, plotted as a function of been reached.
distance across the chest, to detect the location of tl'e

required features. First of all, image losses from film scanning are still

severe although, as previously discussed, they can be
A large amount of current research is also being done decreased substantially with better scanners, particularly

on the problem of measuring heart volume with x-ray with the type that views the original film .instead of a
cineangiography (Ref. 13). Some of the techniques mea- reduced version. Without these image Josses, an improve-
sure volume from bi-plane films by measuring total heart ment in resolution can undoubtedly be obtained with
outline as revealed by the dye. Others measure only the computer enhancement. In addition, since the radi-

maximum heart length and width. Single-plane methods ologist could, screen films more rapidly or more reliably

3
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(a)

_--_N VITRO---_ IN SITU _,

_(bl

Fig. 24. Lumbar vertebrctradiographs and display of trabf:ular shadow defection:(a) radiographs showing progres-
sive demineralization;_(b) pictorial representation of computer program to detect trabecular shadows. Each bottom
row point isprinted white if correspondingpoint in top row falls within what computerdecides is trabecular shadow,

otherwisepoint is printed black .

t

with an enhanced picture in which selected features are film scanners and on-line picture displays from the tom-
more easily seen than on tile original, resolution improve- puter could reduce processing time by a large factor, i
ment need not be achieved for enhanced pictures to However, systems of this sort are very expensive. -.

be useful.
= Perhaps the most medically promising app!ication of

A m,jor obstacle to the application of computer en- computer image processing is in the area of quantltat: _e,
hancement at the-clinical level, aside even from probiems measurement. The quantitation of trabeeular patterns in

of image quality, is processing speed. Actual computer bone as just described, for example, would be virtually " ("
' time may be short, varying from 20 or 30 s to 30 rain or impossible without either_a digital or an analog corn-

more, depending on the type of processing and the corn- purer. The measurement of heart volume from -100 to _
puter. However, the time required to photographically 200 frames of x-ray film, which requires two or three

reduce a film (if that is necessary), scan it, process it in weeks a patient when hand methods are used, can be
the computer, and then reconstruct the computer ou_ut accomplished by computer in an hour or less. It seems :_
into a photograph is likely to be one or two days under likely that applications of this sort will increase rapidly
even optimum conditions. The use of computer-controlled as film scanners become more available.
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Appendix

Filter Synthesis and Evaluation __

I. Digital Filter Representation in the Frequency Thus the input and output of a digital filter are re- "_
Domain lated in the frequency domain by G(f), the filter transfer "

function that is found to be the discrete Fourier trans- _

Let x., n = 0, __+1, - • • , be the discrete series ob- form of the filter weights. -_
tained by sampling film every T millimeters and _"

- yn, n = 0, =1, "-- , be the output of a digital filter ?

" applied to x.. If the filter weights are given by II. Cc_]c-lation of Digital Filter Modulation
g = (g-_-,"" " , gA-),the filter equation is given by Transfer Functions

A- Now consider the MTF of some of the filters discussed _

= _ g_ x.-k earlier in the report. For example, the three-point low-y,
_:-_ pass filter was defined by the weights, __

?<,

n = 0, ___I, ... (A-I) g = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) _i

_" Let the discrete Fourier transform of y, be defined as Thus, .<:_

a(r3= (1/3)e-_-_'_

;_ = 1/3 + 9./3 cos (2r.fT) :,_

:-'_: Substituting Eq. (A-l) into (A-2), :
_-- It is convenient at this point to express the period of _-=_:

_: lr_,-- - _ [_ ]g_x.__ e -'_''r the sinusoids in units of samples raflacr than in milli-per _!_
z...a meters. Thus the unit.of frequency becomes cycles :.,
_.___, __. sample and the sample interval T is equal to one as is _:_:_

": the sample frequency f,. Accordingly, a frequency of 0.1 ...._-_"

and, after rearrangingterms, indicates a sinusoid whose period is 10 samples. Conver- __
sion of the period to millimeters is accomplished by mul- _

K ___ - tiplying by the actual sample spacing. "_ _"
Y(/_ : _ g_ _ x.-k e-'2''"r

"_ . _:-_" ,:-_* Thus, with f in cycles per sample, the MTF for the
_. three-point averaging filter becomes
_- After making the changeof variable m = n - k,

C(fl = 1/.a + 2/3 cos (2_rf)
x

"- Y(D - g_ x,. e"i_'t_" 8)lplot of Ic(DIis shown in Fig. 5(a).

" k : -K _1: -o_ . _

A basic property of Fourier transforms is that the ,,_
, _ transform of an even function is real-valued. All filters
;- : _'_. e -_,t_r x., e-_"t'r symmetric about thecenter weight, therefore, have real-

_:-_" ,.:-** valued transfer functions. Figure 5(b) also shows the
_ MTF for the five-point averaging filter, g : (1/5, 1/5,
_ : G(f) • X (f) 1/5, 1/5, 1/5) which is calculated as

_ where we define g_ : 0 for Ik[ > K. G(f) : 1/5 [1 + 2 cos (2_rf)+ 2 cos (4_rf)]
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As Would be anticipated, the five-point filter falls off Suppose a truncation function Wk is defined as
faster and thus removes more of the high-frequency

signal. W_ -" 1 for -K < k < K

i. comparison, the five-point third-degree least-squares --- 0 otherwise
filter has MTF

and we define a truncated sequence of non-zero weights

G(f) = 1/35 [17 + 24 cos (27r/) - 6 cos (4=f)] as

& = g_*w_ (A-5)and as shown in Fig. 6 has a flatter low-frequency re-
sponse than either of the equal-weight filters.

This truncated weight sequence gives an approximation
to G*([). The MTF is calculated in the usual manner as

Earlier it was shown that if g_ are weights for a low-
pass filter with MTF G(J), then a high-pa,s filter is de- K

fined as

k---K

g_= 8(k)- _ k = 0,±1, ---, ±K (A-3)
Let the mean-square-error difference betaveen G*(f) and

Further, it was stated that the MTF G'(f) ofthis filter is G(f) be defined as
given by

o.,_ ?

a'(t9 = t - c(f) , = [c(f) - c*q)]-d/
0.5

To show this is true, three properties of Fourier trans-
forms are required. Let'F[ ] indicate the Fourier transform It is known that the filter defined by Eq. (A-4) has the

of the bracketed quantit_. Then if g,(t) and g_(t) are two smallest e among all possible 2K + 1 weight filters
spatial functions, the following properties are known: (Ref. 15). However, it is also a fact that a discontinuity

in G*(f) causes-o_ershoot in G(f) which does not de-

crease to zero as K goes to infinity (Ref. 16).
F[g,(t) + g:(t)] = F[g_(t)] + F[g:(t)]

If A = constant, F[Ag,(t)] = AF[gt(t)] _ This overshoot can be avoided by using a different

:, truncation function W_. For example, the function _F[8(t)] = 1, where B(t) is an impulse at the origin

The desired result follows by taking the transform of WK = 1 - for -K < k < K _-
both sides of Eq. (A-3).

ffi 0 otherwise

IlL Digital Filter Synthesls
when applied to gt*. produces a filter whose MTF uni-

Frequently it is desirable to generate a digital filter formly converges to G*([) but at a slower rate than
with a particular given MTF by obtaining the weights the filter derived from the uniform truncation function

from the inverse Fourier transform of the given MTF. (Bef. 17).
Suppose G*(f) is the given MTF and the sample interval
is I. Then the inverse transform is

_' There are a considerable number of possible trunca-
tion functions whos_ use depends in general upon the

g* _ G*(f)e _'*lk d[ (A-4) shape of the desired filter and the type of error that can
__ _-** be tolerated.
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IV. Two-Dimensional Filter Synthesis C_u.v)

Given the two-dimensional modulation transfer fune- _... G(u,o)
tion G*(u, r), where u and v r.re spatial frequencies in
the horizontal and vertical direction, rcspeetively, the -_
two-dimensional Fourier transform is found as

u

k--0__1,..., t--o,__1,... (A-8) //iZ._ ___.J/- o,o)
Filter weights g_z are obtained by truncating g*,- //_'--=_ '""'• //(Ovo\

// \u.v_,

• / u-d%_J

That is,

g_. z = gk*z Wk.z

where v

Fig. A-1. Diagram showing method used to obtain sudace

Wk. -- 0 for ik' > K, llE> L G(u,v)fromprojectionsG(u,0) andG(0,v);G(u,v) istaken
equalto G(uo,0)whene is lessthansomepredetermined

The MTF of this filter is obtained as value

G(u, v)-= 2-,i 2-_ g_" e-':='"k+"') is calculated. If this difference is too large, the proee-
: k ; dure is repeated with a new u, chosen each time in a

Typically, the three-dimensional surface G*(u, v) is direction to decrease the difference.
not known except along the horizontal and vertical ,axes.

This necessitates generation of a surface to fit these If G*(u, v) has circular symmetry, then so does
known functions. A common assumption is that all equi- g*(u, v), and Eq. (A-6) reduces to the one-dimensional

2 =k_+i_response contours of G*(u, v) are ellipses. This assump- Hankel transform.That is, if q*-= u_ + v2, r_,:
tion, and the condition that the horizontal and vertical and G*(u, v) = g*(q), then the Hankel transform to
responses G(u, O)and G(O,v) are monotone functions of generate filter weights for a symmetric MTF is
frequency, allows generation of G(u, v) by iterative solu-
tion of the equations _,_

f-u/u. + v/vo = 1 and G(uo,0) = G(O,v°) g(r) = % G*(q) ]o(2_qr) qdq :
=0 "

= C(u,v)
where l°(2_qr) is a zero._rder Bessel function of the fk_t

In the above, as shown in Fig. A-l, u and v are given, kind,
uo is chosen arbitrarily, v° is determined from the first
equation, and then the quantity

[G(u°,O)- G(O,v°)l ]o(2¢qr) = 1/2¢ eJ'"' _0'*d_,J _-o
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